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ABSTRACT
We investigate the effect that drag-reducing surfaces of

small texture size have on the dynamics of near-wall tur-
bulence. Luchini et al. (1991) proposed that the effect of
these surfaces on the flow could be reduced to setting vir-
tual origins for the streamwise and spanwise velocity com-
ponents. We conduct direct numerical simulations of turbu-
lent channel flows and extend this idea by imposing differ-
ent virtual origins for all three velocity components using
Robin, slip-length-like boundary conditions. We show that
the virtual origin for the mean flow is set by the streamwise
slip length, while that for the turbulence, embodied by the
quasi-streamwise vortices of the near-wall cycle, is set by
the wall-normal and spanwise slip lengths. We demonstrate
that the outward shift in the mean velocity profile is simply
the difference between these two virtual origins, and derive
an expression that can be used to predict the virtual origin
for turbulence a priori. We show that, other than by the shift
in origin, the turbulence remains essentially smooth-wall-
like.

INTRODUCTION
Certain complex surfaces, such as riblets, superhy-

drophobic surfaces or anistropic permeable substrates, con-
sist of small surface modifications, or texture, and are de-
signed to manipulate the flow to achieve a reduction in tur-
bulent skin-friction drag. Like many turbulent-flow control
techniques, including active ones, they aim to manipulate
the near-wall cycle due to its key role in the generation of
turbulent skin friction. For drag-reducing surfaces of small
texture size, the net effect can be thought of as a relative dis-
placement of the quasi-streamwise vortices away from the
surface with respect to the mean flow. This reduces the local
turbulent mixing of streamwise momentum and, therefore,
the skin-friction drag.

Provided that surface manipulations are small, the di-
rect effect of the texture is confined to the near-wall region,
and the change in drag is manifested in a constant shift of
the mean velocity profile, ∆U+, experienced by the flow
above the near-wall region (Clauser, 1956). For sufficiently
small textures, this is caused by the flow perceiving the sur-
face in a homogenised fashion. In this paper, x, y and z refer
to the streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise coordinates,
respectively, and u, v and w are their corresponding velocity
components. The mean streamwise velocity is U , and the
superscript ‘+’ denotes normalisation in viscous units.
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Figure 1. Schematic of (a) streamwise and (b) spanwise
slip lengths, `+x and `+z , and the corresponding virtual ori-
gins at y+ = −`+x and y+ = −`+z . A quasi-streamwise
vortex (q-s vortex), inducing a spanwise velocity w+, is
sketched in (b).

For riblets, Bechert & Bartenwerfer (1989) originally
suggested that the mean streamwise flow experiences an ap-
parent, no-slip wall, or virtual origin, at a depth `x below the
riblet tips, which they called the ‘protrusion height’. This
is depicted in figure 1(a). Defining, for convenience, the
reference plane y = 0 to be located at the riblet tips, this
would be equivalent to a Navier slip condition of the form
u = `x∂u/∂y. However, the spanwise velocity near the sur-
face, induced by the quasi-streamwise vortices of the near-
wall cycle, would not, in general, perceive an origin at the
riblet tips, y = 0. Luchini et al. (1991) proposed, therefore,
that it would also be necessary to consider a spanwise slip
length, `z, to properly describe the full effect of riblets on
the flow. The spanwise velocity would then perceive a vir-
tual origin at a distance `z below the riblet tips, as shown in
figure 1(b), which would be equivalent to w = `z∂w/∂y at
y = 0. Luchini et al. (1991) concluded that the only impor-
tant parameter in determining the drag reduction would be
the difference between these two virtual origins, i.e. `x−`z.
It has since been proposed that ∆U+ ∝ `+x − `+z (Jiménez,
1994; Luchini, 1996), which is valid for `+x , `

+
z . 1, with

a constant of proportionality between 0.6 and 1, depending
on the author (see also Bechert et al., 1997). Increasing `+x
increases the relative offset between the mean flow and the
quasi-streamwise vortices, reducing the drag, while increas-
ing `+z has the opposite effect.

However, when the spanwise slip length generated by
a surface becomes larger than a few wall units, the drag-
increasing effect of `+z on ∆U+ starts to saturate (Busse
& Sandham, 2012). Fairhall & Garcı́a-Mayoral (2018)
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Figure 2. Schematic of spanwise and wall-normal velocities induced by quasi-streamwise vortices at the reference plane for
(a) virtual origins `+z . 1 and (b) larger virtual origins.

showed that this saturation can be accounted for with an
‘effective’ spanwise slip length, `+z,e f f , which is empirically
observed to be

`+z,e f f ≈
`+z

1+ `+z /4
(1)

The change in drag would then be ∆U+ ∝ `+x − `+z,e f f .
Gómez-de-Segura et al. (2018a) have recently inves-

tigated the cause for this saturation in the drag-increasing
effect of `+z (1). The underlying assumption of the linear
law, ∆U+ ∝ `+x − `+z , is that the only effect of the quasi-
streamwise vortices is to induce a Couette-like, transverse
shear at the reference plane y = 0, but no wall-normal ve-
locity. This is valid as long as `+z . 1, since w is linear just
above the wall, whereas v is quadratic. In this regime, the
effect of the surface on the flow would be captured by the
conditions u = `x∂u/∂y, w = `z∂w/∂y and v = 0 at y = 0.
However, as `+z is increased and the vortices approach the
reference plane further, the assumption of impermeability is
no longer valid, as depicted in figure 2. Gómez-de-Segura
et al. (2018a) argued, therefore, that the displacement, on
average, of the quasi-streamwise vortives towards the refer-
ence plane would necessarily saturate, unless the shift of the
origin perceived by w was also accompanied by a shift of the
origin perceived by v. They conducted preliminary simula-
tions in order to find a suitable method for imposing a vir-
tual origin for v through an equivalent boundary condition.
The most successful was a Robin condition, v = `y∂v/∂y,
which takes the same form as the slip conditions for u and w
discussed above, even if it does not convey the same physi-
cal meaning. When a virtual origin for v consistent with that
for w is imposed, the saturation in the effect of `+z no longer
occurs. This suggests that, in general, to fully describe the
effects of a complex surface on the flow, it is necessary to
consider virtual origins for all three velocity components,
because the virtual origin for v also plays an important role
in the apparent origin for the quasi-streamwise vortices.

The above suggests that when the virtual origins per-
ceived by v and w differ, the quasi-streamwise vortices,
and hence the turbulence, will perceive a virtual origin
at some intermediate plane between the two (Gómez-de-
Segura et al., 2018a; Garcı́a-Mayoral et al., 2019). Let
us assume, then, that the only effect of the virtual origins,
particularly those perceived by v and w, on the near-wall
turbulence is to set its origin at some intermediate plane
y+ = −`+T , while the flow remains otherwise smooth-wall-
like. We will refer to this plane as the virtual origin for
turbulence. From the mean streamwise momentum equa-
tion, the shape of the mean velocity profile is determined
by the turbulence through the Reynolds stress. If the only
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Figure 3. ∆U+ for various types of complex surfaces as
a function of the difference between the virtual origins
`+U − `+T . Adapted from Gómez-de-Segura et al. (2018b).

, riblets; , from light to dark blue, permeable sub-
strates with increasing streamwise to wall-normal perme-
ability ratios; , superhydrophobic surfaces with regular
and randomly distributed posts.

effect of the virtual origins on the turbulence, and hence the
Reynolds stress, is to shift its origin to y+ = −`+T , then the
only change to the mean velocity profile compared to that
over a smooth wall would simply be a shift by its value at
y+ = −`+T . If the mean velocity profile perceives an origin
at y+ = −`+U , then the outward shift of the mean velocity
profile above the plane y+ = −`+T would then necessarily
be given by (Garcı́a-Mayoral et al., 2019)

∆U+ = `+U − `+T (2)

Equation (2) holds as long as the only effect of the texture
on the turbulence is to change the virtual origin that it per-
ceives, and not the dynamics of the near-wall cycle. This
requires that the texture size is small in wall units (Garcı́a-
Mayoral et al., 2019). Figure 3 demonstrates that, for real
textured surfaces, when the texture size becomes too large,
there is an eventual departure from the linear relationship
between ∆U+ and the difference `+U − `+T , and the flow no
longer perceives the surface in a homogenised fashion.

The aim of the present work is to study, for surfaces
that impose different virtual origins for the different veloc-
ity components, whether this effect can be reduced to sim-
ply setting the virtual origins perceived by the mean flow
and the turbulence. If this is the case, then the shift in the
mean velocity profile, ∆U+, will be described by (2). We do
this by conducting direct numerical simulations of turbulent
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Table 1. Summary of simulations, including the slip lengths used for the boundary conditions, `+x , `+z and `+y , and their
corresponding virtual origins calculated a priori from the smooth-wall profiles, `+u , `+w and `+v . The virtual origin for turbulence,
`+T , is measured a posteriori and compared to that predicted by equation (4), `+T,pred . The slip length for the mean flow, `+x,m is
given only when it is different to the slip length for the streamwise velocity fluctuations. In the simulation labels, ‘U’, ‘V’ and
‘W’ denote a non-zero slip-length boundary condition on u, v and w, respectively, and ‘F’ denotes slip applied to the streamwise
velocity fluctuations only, i.e. `+x, f > 0 and `+x,m = 0.

Case `+x `+z `+y `+x,m `+u `+w `+v `+T `+T,pred

UV1 2.0 0.0 1.2 - 2.0 0.0 2.2 0.0 0.0

UWV1 2.0 2.0 1.2 - 2.0 1.7 2.2 1.7 1.7

UWV2 4.0 4.0 1.2 - 3.6 2.9 2.2 2.7 2.8

UWV3 4.0 4.0 2.5 - 3.6 2.9 4.0 3.0 2.9

UWV4 4.0 6.0 1.5 - 3.6 4.1 2.5 3.6 3.7

UWV5 4.0 6.0 2.0 - 3.6 4.1 3.2 3.8 4.0

UWV6 4.0 6.0 2.2 10 3.6 4.1 3.9 4.0 4.1

F1–F6 5.0−∞ 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.2−∞ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Figure 4. Schematics showing (a) the definition of virtual origins `+u , `+v and `+w as the shift of the rms velocity fluctuations
with respect to a smooth channel (black lines), and (b) the difference between `+v and `+y , `+y = `+v − `+sm.

channel flows and impose different virtual origins for each
velocity component using Robin slip-length boundary con-
ditions. We then assess whether the effect of virtual origins
on the turbulence can be accounted for by a single param-
eter, `+T , and whether `+T can be predicted from the virtual
origins perceived by the different velocity components.

NUMERICAL METHOD
We carry out direct numerical simulations of turbulent

channel flows at a friction Reynolds number Reτ ≈ 180 in
a doubly-periodic box in the wall-parallel directions, using
a code adapted from Garcı́a-Mayoral & Jiménez (2011). In
all cases, the channel half-height is δ = 1 and the domain
size is Lx = 2πδ , Ly = 2δ and Lz = πδ in each respective
coordinate direction. Virtual origins for the three veloc-
ity components are introduced by imposing Robin bound-
ary conditions at the channel walls, the method also used
by Gómez-de-Segura et al. (2018a). These take the form
u = `x∂u/∂y, v = `y∂v/∂y and w = `z∂w/∂y, where `x, `y
and `z are the slip lengths in the streamwise, wall-normal
and spanwise directions, respectively. As mentioned above,
`y does not convey a slip effect for v, but, by extension,

we will refer to `y as the ‘slip length’ in the wall normal
direction in the present study. From continuity, the slip
length for the mean wall-normal velocity is set to zero, since
there can be no transpiration on average through the sur-
face, and hence the slip length is applied only to the fluc-
tuating component v′. Note also that a free-slip condition,
e.g. ∂u/∂y = 0, is equivalent to having an infinitely large
slip length, `x.

While the concepts of slip lengths and virtual origins
have been used interchangeably in the literature, here we
make a distinction between the two terms. The slip lengths
`+x , `+y and `+z are defined exclusively as the Neumann co-
efficients for the simulation boundary conditions. Physi-
cally, they simply correspond to the y-locations where the
velocity components become zero when linearly extrapo-
lated from the reference plane. In contrast, we define the
virtual origins of u, v and w as the locations below the refer-
ence plane where each velocity component would perceive
a virtual, smooth wall. These correspond to the heights
at which the profiles of the rms velocity fluctuations u′+,
v′+ and w′+ would go to zero assuming that the shape of
each profile remains smooth-wall-like independently of the
others, and would be located at y+ = −`+u , y+ = −`+v and
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Figure 5. Mean velocity profiles, rms velocity fluctuations and Reynolds stress profiles for simulations with slip and tran-
spiration, compared to the smooth-wall reference case (black lines). (a,c,e), scaled with uτ at the plane where the boundary
conditions are imposed, y+ = 0. (b,d, f ), scaled with uτ at the origin perceived by the turbulence, y+ = −`+T , and shifted in
y+ by `+T . Solid lines, from blue to red, Cases UV1 and UWV1–UVW5; dash-dot lines, from blue to red, Cases F1–F6; black
dotted line, Case UWV6. See table 1 for details. Note that all curves in (a), (c) and (e) are included in (b), (d) and ( f ).

y+ =−`+w , respectively. The definition of these virtual ori-
gins is also portrayed in figure 4(a). We therefore choose
the slip lengths according to the virtual origins we wish to
impose. A summary of the simulations we have conducted
in this study is given in table 1.

For a virtual origin of a few wall units, we expect the
slip lengths `+x and `+z to be approximately equal to the vir-
tual origins `+u and `+w , because the wall-parallel velocities
u+ and w+ are approximately linear in the immediate vicin-
ity of the wall. The case of v, however, is more subtle. Since
v′ is quadratic near the wall, the height of the virtual origin
perceived by v, y+ =−`+v , can differ significantly from the
slip length `+y , even for small values. We choose `+y by
matching the ratio between v+ and ∂v+/∂y+ at a height
y+ = `+v above a smooth wall. From figure 4(b), `+y and `+v
are related by `+y = `+v − `+sm, where `+sm is obtained by ex-
trapolating the slope of the smooth-wall profile at y+ = `+v .
Finally, it should be noted that a similar curvature effect can
also be significant for `+w , since the profile of w′+ becomes
noticeably curved for y+ & 2, but this effect is small for `+u .

RESULTS
We carry out simulations for a range of combinations

of `+x , `+y and `+z , and compute a priori the virtual origins
`+u , `+v and `+w , assuming the shape of smooth-wall veloc-
ity profiles remain unchanged. It should be noted that there
is a one-to-one relationship between slip lengths and vir-
tual origins. The virtual origins are included alongside the
slip lengths in table 1. The mean velocity profiles, rms
velocity fluctuations and Reynolds stress profiles for these
simulations are included in figure 5. The figure shows that
when the wall-normal coordinate is measured from the vir-
tual origin for turbulence, y++ `+T = 0, with uτ defined at
the same height from the total-stress curve, the wall-normal
and spanwise rms fluctuations and Reynolds stress curves
essentially collapse to the smooth-wall data. The origin for
turbulence, `+T , is measured a posteriori by finding the shift
that best fits the Reynolds stress curve in the near-wall re-
gion for 5 . y++`+T . 20 to smooth-wall data. This is also
included in table 1 for each case. Our results suggest that
the turbulence experiences a virtual origin intermediate be-
tween `+v and `+w when 0 < `+v < `+w . On the other hand,
when `+v ≥ `+w we observe that `+T ≈ `+w . The reasons for
this will be discussed later.
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Figure 6. Premultiplied two-dimensional spectral densities of u2, v2 and w2, plotted at y+ + `+T ≈ 15 and scaled with uτ

measured at the origin for turbulence, y+ =−`+T . Shaded contours, smooth-wall data; solid lines, blue to red, Cases UV1 and
UWV1–UWV5; black dotted line, Case UWV6. (a) kxkzEuu; (b) kxkzEvv; (c) kxkzEww. The contour increments in wall units
are 0.3225, 0.0099 and 0.0393 for (a–c), respectively.
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Figure 7. ∆U+ as a function of `+x − `+w,e f f , where `+w,e f f
is given by (3). Simulations at Reτ = 180. From blue to
red, the spanwise slip length, and hence `+w , increases. The
dashed line represents ∆U+ = `+x − `+w,e f f . Data obtained
from Busse & Sandham (2012).

Figure 5(b) also demonstrates that the mean velocity
profile collapses to the smooth-wall case, save for a shift
∆U+ = `+U − `+T , where `+U is the distance between the vir-
tual origin experienced by the mean flow and the plane
y = 0. This supports the validity of equation (2). The col-
lapse of the mean velocity, rms fluctuation and Reynolds
stress profiles to the smooth-wall data indicates that the
near-wall turbulent dynamics remain smooth-wall-like, and
that `+T fully describes the effect of virtual origins on tur-
bulence (Garcı́a-Mayoral et al., 2019). Figure 6 portrays
the premultiplied energy spectra at y+ + `+T ≈ 15 for sev-
eral cases along with that of a smooth-wall flow at y+ ≈ 15,
and supports the idea that the near-wall turbulent dynamics
remain essentially smooth-wall-like.

The expression for ∆U+ does not depend explicitly on
the virtual origin experienced by the streamwise velocity
fluctuations, but rather on the virtual origin experienced by
the mean flow, `+U . We also argue that `+T depends only
on `+v and `+w . This suggests that the virtual origin experi-
enced by the mean flow may be independent of that experi-
enced by the streamwise velocity fluctuations, and that the

only streamwise origin relevant to ∆U+ is, in fact, `+U . To
demonstrate this, one of the cases included in figure 5 has a
larger slip length on the mean flow (`+x,m = 10) than on the
streamwise fluctuations (`+x, f = 4). The figure shows that
∆U+ = `+U − `+T , and `x,m has no influence on the turbulent
fluctuations or Reynolds stress. To further test this, we con-
duct simulations with a slip length applied to the streamwise
velocity fluctuations only, varying from `+x, f = 5 to infinity,
with no slip on the mean flow. The results for these simu-
lations are also presented in figure 5. While the peak value
of the rms streamwise velocity fluctuations exhibits a grad-
ual increase with increasing slip length, this has a negligible
effect on the mean velocity profile, and ∆U+ remains essen-
tially zero. The reason for this is that as `+x is increased, the
streamwise velocity fluctutations experience a deeper vir-
tual origin and can therefore decay pseudo-linearly to zero
more slowly, as shown in 5(d). This changes their slope in
the vicinity of the plane y = 0 and is the likely cause for
the gradual increase in the peak value of u′+. However, be-
cause the origins for the mean, wall-normal and spanwise
velocities remain at y = 0, this has no effect on ∆U+.

Based on the results of our simulations, we propose an
alternative form for the effective spanwise slip length (1),
which takes into account that `+w 6= `+z

`+w,e f f ≈
`+w

1+ `+w/5
(3)

Figure 7 shows the excellent agreement of ∆U+ with the
difference `+x − `+w,e f f . Equation (3) therefore provides an
expression to predict `+T when `+v = 0. However, we have
observed that `+T also depends on `+v . As demonstrated by
Gómez-de-Segura et al. (2018a), if `+v ≈ `+w then no satura-
tion in the effect of `+w occurs and `+T ≈ `+w . If we increase
`+v further, such that `+v > `+w , we would not expect the
quasi-streamwise vortices to approach the surface further,
since their first-order effect is to induce a spanwise velocity
at the reference plane. Even if v was allowed to penetrate
freely through the reference plane, the quasi-streamwise
vortices would require some amount of spanwise slip in the
first place to approach this plane. Therefore, when `+v ≥ `+w ,
we would expect `+T ≈ `+w , which we observe in our simula-
tions. On the other hand, in the regime where 0 < `+v < `+w ,
it should be possible to predict the virtual origin for turbu-
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Figure 8. Schematics of the location of the origin for turbulence, y+ =−`+T , when imposing different origins for the spanwise
and wall-normal velocities. The planes where v = 0 and w = 0 correspond to the imposed virtual origins, y+ = −`+v and
y+ = −`+w , respectively. The origin for turbulence, y+ = −`+T , is represented by the red line. (a) `+v < `+w ; (b) `+v = `+w ; (c)
`+v > `+w . Note that in each case, the distance between the centre of the quasi-streamwise vortices and the plane y+ = −`+T
remains the same.

lence by simply changing the frame of reference of (3) to
the virtual origin for v, i.e. y+ = −`+v . This is because the
saturation in the effect of `+w is a direct result of the plane
at which v perceives an impermeable wall. A general ex-
pression for approximating `+T from `+w and `+v would then
be

`+T,pred ≈

`+v +
(`+w − `+v )

1+(`+w − `+v )/5
if `+w > `+v

`+w if `+w ≤ `+v

(4)

The physical interpretation of (4) is sketched in figure 8.
When `+T,pred is predicted from the virtual origins `+v and
`+w known a priori in our simulations, it shows very good
agreement with the measured value of `+T , as shown in ta-
ble 1.

CONCLUSIONS
We have analysed the effect on turbulence of surfaces

that impose different apparent virtual origins on the
three velocity components. Examples of such surfaces
are passive flow-control technologies, such as riblets or
superhydrophobic surfaces. Our results show that the shift
in the mean velocity profile, ∆U+, is determined by the
virtual origin experienced by the mean flow, `+U , and the
virtual origin experienced by the turbulence, `+T , verifying
equation (2). This analysis is valid for complex surfaces of
small texture size. For the combinations of virtual origins
imposed in our simulations, turbulence remains essentially
smooth-wall-like, except for the shift `+T . Through a
combination of physical and empirical arguments it is
possible to predict the virtual origin for turbulence a priori,
and in general it lies between the virtual origins for the
spanwise and wall-normal velocities, as expressed by
equation (4). It is therefore possible to predict the shift in
the mean velocity profile for a given complex surface using
equations (2) and (4).
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